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Abstract 
A new original method for proving resolvability of topological groups is decribed. With the 
aid of this method, maximal resolvability is proved for some classes of topological groups, in 
particular, for the class of totally bounded groups. 
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1. Introduction 
In 1943 Hewitt [I] called a space resolvable if it has two disjoint dense subsets and 
irresolvable in the contrary case. If there are Ic many disjoint dense subsets then a space 
is called Ic-resolvable. 
The first example of a Hausdorff irresolvable group was constructed under an extra 
set-theoretic assumption by Malykhin [2] in 1975. Algebraically it was an infinite count- 
able Boolean group. In recent years an intensive investigation of different questions on 
resolvability and irresolvability of topological groups has been taking place. 
We do not assume any separation axioms, but consider only infinite spaces and groups. 
Let us recall that a group G is called totally bounded if for each nonempty open subset 
V, there exists a finite subset K c G such that V K = G. 
In 1994 Protasov [3] proved the existence of a countable discrete nonclosed subset in 
any Hausdorff totally bounded group. This implies &-resolvability of any such group. 
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Also recently Comfort and van Mill (41 proved resolvability of each Hausdorff Abelian 
group with only finite number of self-inverse (of order 2) elements. In another paper [5] 
they, together with Gladdines, proved No-resolvability of each Hausdorff totally bounded 
Abelian group. 
Our results strengthen and supersede results on resolvability in the context of bounded 
groups given by Masaveu [6]; see also [7] for a brief treatment of some of the results of 
[6] and for related results. 
Let us recall that the dispersion character a(r) of a family r of subsets is min{ IV/: 8 # 
V E 7). The dispersion character of a space (X, r) is, of course, the dispersion character 
of its topology 7. A space (X, 7) is called maximally resolvable if it is n(r)-resolvable 
(i.e., if a space contains maximally many disjoint dense subsets). 
Very recently Protasov [8] again has confirmed resolvability of every totally bounded 
group. For this he discovered a new original method that has no analogies in proofs 
of resolvability. Using this method Malykhin [7] proved maximal resolvability of some 
classes for topological groups, such as, totally bounded ones. So, in this our paper the 
main method is due to Protasov and all results are due to Malykhin. 
2. Maximal resolvability of totally bounded groups 
Theorem 1. In any infinite group G there exists a disjoint family A of cardinal@ IG/ 
of subsets of G such that for each A E A, for any finite subset K c G, A K # G and 
(G\A) . K # G. 
Theorem 2. In any infinite group G there exists a disjoint family A of cardinal@ IG/ 
of subsets of G which are dense in any totally bounded group topology on G. 
As a corollary we have the following 
Theorem 3. Each totally bounded group is maximally resolvable. 
It is worth noting that Theorems l-3 are just improvements of some Protasov’s the- 
orems from [8], in which IAl = 2. The proofs given here were obtained by a simple 
technical development of Protasov’s method. 
Proofs of Theorems 1 and 2. The following proposition, though quite easy, is never- 
theless rather interesting. 
Proposition 4. The dispersion character of a totally bounded group is equal to its car- 
dinality. 
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Indeed, let V be a nonempty open subset of a totally bounded group (G,r), then 
there exists a finite subset K c G such that V . K = G. But then IV1 = 1GI and hence 
n(r) = (GI. 
Now we deduce Theorem 2 from Theorem 1. In addition we demonstrate how Pro- 
tasov’s method works. 
Let us show that each A E A and its complement G\A are dense in any totally bounded 
group topology 7. Indeed, Int A = 8 as in the contrary case there must be a finite subset 
K c G such that A. K = G, but this would contradict right the statement of Theorem 1. 
Analogously, Int(G\A) # 8. So, A and G\A are two mutually complementary subsets 
with empty interior, hence they both are dense in 7. 
So, a totally bounded group (G, T) has IGI many pairwise disjoint dense subsets and, 
as n(r) = IGI ( see Proposition 4), this implies its maximal resolvability. 
Now we prove Theorem 1. Let IGI = 0 and {K,: Q < 0) be a well-ordering of the 
family of all nonempty finite subsets of G. The family A is to be {A,: LY < O} and each 
A, is to be of the form u{&. Ks: S < O}, where a”, are some elements of G, defined 
by transfinite induction. Let Ai = e Ko, where e is the identity of G. Let us suppose 
that for some E such that 0 < E < 8, the sets At have been defined for all (Y < p < E so 
that each A: is of the form U{CX; . Kg: S < /?} and the family {AL: cy < .s} is disjoint, 
where A: = U{At: LY < ,D < &}. 
As E < 19, we have lAGI < 0. Let us denote U{Az: CY < &} by B. For each finite subset 
K c G, IB . KI < 0, therefore for each Kg with 6 < E, there exists an a: $ B . K,’ 
and then B n ui . Kg = 0. Let AZ = u{af . KJ: b < E}; then B n AZ = 0. As 
I B U A: / < 0, there exists an CL: $! (B U A:) K;‘, and then (B U A:) n a6 . K, = 8. Let 
A~=Ao*U(a~.K,).Nextforeachp<~letusfinda;,~(A~U(U{A:,: c~<fl})).K;’ 
and let A$ = AZ U (a;3 . KE). 
Last, let us note that the family {A:: LY < E} is disjoint and all necessary inductive 
assumptions are fulfilled as well. 
After finishing this transfinite induction for each Q < 0 let us put A, = U{AL: CI < 
E < 0). This family A = {A,: Q < 19) is desired. 
Indeed, let A E A. It is of the form U{a, .K,: E < 0). Let us prove that A.K # G and 
(G\A).K#Gf or every finite subset K C G. Let K* be any finite subset. Then K’ = 
Kd’ in the fixed well-ordering (see above). But a~. Ks C A, i.e., ah. Kg n (G\A) # 0, 
hence ah $ (G\A) . Kd’. Let us prove that A KF’ # G. Since IAl = IGI, there 
exists some B E A, B # A. Let B = U{bE . K,: E < O}, then b6 . K6 C B, i.e., 
bb . Kg n A = 8, hence bg $ A . Kc’. All is proved, the family A really satisfies the 
conclusion of Theorem 1. 0 
As the class of Hausdorff totally bounded groups coincides with the class of subgroups 
of compact groups, we obtain the following: 
Corollary 5 (from Theorem 3). Each subgroup of a compact group is maximally resolv- 
able. 
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3. Maximal resolvability of m-bounded groups 
A topological group G is called m-bounded if for each nonempty open subset V there 
exists a subset K 2 G of cardinality smaller than m such that V . K = G. 
This notion actually is due to Guran [lo], although Guran’s notion of m-boundness is 
m+-boundness in our terminology. In [lo] Guran proved that a subgroup of a m-bounded 
group is m-bounded itself (in our sense). 
If we analyze the proof of Theorem 1, then we can see that the family {K,: Q < 6) 
of finite subsets can be replaced with a family of another subsets {T,: cr < 8) provided 
that each needed subset would be covered by some T,. In this way we are able to prove 
following theorems: 
Theorem 6. Let G be a group of infinite regular cardinality Then there exists a disjoint 
family A of cardinality IGI of subsets of G such that for each A E A A . T # G and 
(G\A) . T # Gf or any subset T c G of the cardinal@ smaller than IGI. 
Theorem 7. Let m be an injnite regular cardinal and m < IGI. Then there exists a 
disjoint family A of cardinal@ IGI of subsets of G such that each A E A is dense in 
any m-bounded group topology. 
As a corollary we have the following: 
Theorem 8. Each m-bounded group is maximally resolvable if m 6 IGI and m is CI 
regular in$nite cardinal. 
Following Guran [8] we call the cardinal min{m: G is m-bounded} the index of 
boundness b(G) of a group G. The following theorem is an easy corollary of Theorem 8. 
Theorem 9. If b(G) < IGI or b(G) < IGI and IGI is a regular cardinal, then G is 
maximally resolvable. 
Now we specially consider two cases: the case of No-bounded groups, i.e., totally 
bounded ones and the case of Nj-bounded groups. 
The first class of topological groups was considered in Part 2. Now we note, that 
Theorem 1 is a consequence of Theorem 7, but the proof of Theorem 1 is easier. The 
second class, i.e., the class of N,-bounded groups, is also very interesting. In Nl-bounded 
group for each nonempty open subset V there exists a countable subset K C G such that 
V.K = G. As Guran proved, every Lindeliif group is Nl-bounded, as well as every group 
with countable Souslin number. Guran characterized the class of NI-bounded groups as 
the class of all subgroups of products of groups with countable bases. In [ 1 l] Belnov 
announced that a group algebraically generated by Lindeliif subspace, is embedded into 
product of some groups with countable bases, i.e., is Nl-bounded. We formulate some 
statements specially about these groups. 
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Corollary 10 (from Theorem 7). In any uncountable group G there exists a disjoint 
family A of cardinality IGI of subsets of G such that each A E A is dense in any 
N1 -bounded group topology. 
Corollary 11 (from Theorem 7). An uncountable group G is maximally resolvable if it 
(a) is N1 -bounded; 
(b) is a subgroup of a product of some groups with countable bases; 
(c) has countable Souslin number; 
(d) is algebraically generated by Lindelof subspace; 
(e) is a free topological group over Lindelof space. 
It is worth noting that Theorems 6-9 are improvements of some of Protasov’s theorems 
from [6]. 
Proofs of Theorems 6 and 7. The following proposition is similar to Proposition 4. 
Proposition 12. The dispersion character of an m-bounded group G equals IGI if 
m, < IGI. 
The proof of Theorem 6 is perfectly analogous to the proof of Theorem 1 (see above), 
only instead of a family {K,: cy < O} of all finite subsets we take the family {T, = 
{ga: p < LY}: CY < O}, where {ga: cr < 0) is a well-ordering of the group G under 
consideration. 
The proof of Theorem 7 goes by transfinite induction. If ]GI is a regular cardinal there 
is nothing to prove (see Theorem 6). So, let ]G] b e a singular cardinal 8, then we can 
find some regular cardinals ear cy < V, where v is a cofinal character of 8; every 13~ is 
greater than m and greater than x(06: 6 < cr}. Then we can find an increasing family of 
subgroups {G,: LY < v}, such that IGal = 8, for every CY < v and G = U{G,: LY < v}. 
By inductive assumption in each subgroup G, there exists a disjoint family A, with the 
property that each member A E A, is dense in any m-bounded group topology on G, 
and IAl = 8,. 
For each QI < V, let & = {A E A,: An (U{Gp: ,O < cx}) = 0); then I& = ea. 
Now we proceed with the transfinite induction. To start, for each CY < V, let rracu be 
any injection ,130 -+ 23,. For each A E Bo, let T(A) = U{Q~(A): (Y < u} and let Tc’ = 
{T(A): A E Bo}. Later on in transfinite induction, for each p < V, for all Q: < V, o 3 ,D, 
let us fix any injection rr’pa :Bi 4 f3:, where & = Z?s\(lJ{rang(rr+): y -=c b}) for 
every b < V. For each A E 23;, let T(A) = U{7roa(A): p < (Y < v}, and at last let 
‘T” = {T(A): A E BE}. The family 7 = lJ{Tp: p < V} is disjoint by our construction 
and its cardinality equals to x(0,: (Y < v}, i.e., 0. Now we shall prove that each 
element of this family 7 is dense in any m-bounded group topology on G. Let us 
consider any such topology, and let V be any nonempty open subset in it. According to 
Proposition 12 /Vi = IGI = 8. H ence, there exists a cofinal in u sequence {c+: y < V} 
which is contained in ((3,: /3 < V} and such that V n G+ # 0 for each y < u. Let T 
be any element of 7, then T E ‘TO for some /3 < V. There exists an ordinal crh such that 
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CY~ > p. According to inductive assumption T n G,, is dense in any m-bounded group 
topology on G,,, hence V n (T n Ga,) # 0 and all is done. 0 
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